I want to take this opportunity to tell you about the current challenge we are facing on a national level, and how we are fighting it. In 2011, we all received a proposed DME LCD that would have prevented DPMs from prescribing pneumatic compression devices (PCD) for patients presenting with severe pitting edema, with a history of chronic venous stasis ulcerations and/or pain.

The basis of prohibiting us from prescribing the PCD was the possible influence that PCDs could have on body fluids and management of intravascular changes and fluid shifts. There was a hearing on the proposal, and APMA presented to the appointed hearing examiners. At that hearing, Laura Jacobs, MD, PhD, made a presentation that clearly eviscerated the science upon which the prohibition of our prescriptive rights was based.

Still the process moved forward. The Guild 45 then made a request to the AFL-CIO to set up a meeting with the appropriate medical directors from CMS, who are charged with DME contracts (read request letter online at www.ppma.org). That request resulted in a private meeting with CMS.

At the meeting, the APMA made its scientific case and Dr. Jacobs’ PowerPoint was reviewed. This matter was moved to what we thought was a dormant stage. However, like any snake, if you do not see the head separated from the body, you cannot be sure of its demise.
This month, we saw the LCD prohibiting us from prescribing PCDs again. This time it was published as a Final LCD, and the basis of our prohibition was our scope of practice. This was a novel approach, as Pennsylvania statutorily allows Doctors of Podiatric Medicine to treat “... local manifestations of systemic diseases...”, making the prohibition almost a “de facto” statement of discrimination.

We have had conference calls with APMA and other affected groups and are moving forward to confront CMS with the fact that this is a discriminatory LCD not based in scientific experience or data, and that the final form of the LCD varied from the initial proposal so broadly that the process of implementation violated the CMS guidelines.

Finally, the LCD violates the CMS guidelines because CMS is not to be in the business of interpreting state legislation, and this LCD clearly puts them in that position.

We have contacted the Pennsylvania Licensing Board, and their counsel supplied us with a verification of our scope, making certain our clear allowance and ability to treat local manifestations of systemic diseases. That information has been forwarded to APMA in preparation for a meeting or action in the appropriate appeal venue.

On the level of “normal” work, at our last Board meeting we established a program to calendar regular meetings with Medical Directors of the various plans here in Pennsylvania. As we work on individual problems, we have had very open and mostly successful interactions with the Medical Directors. Unfortunately, some Medical Directors still do not have a concept of the breadth of our training, education, and experience. We have appointed Board Members to act as the professional component with staff to schedule these meetings. It is the hope of
What’s most important to podiatrists when buying imaging equipment? Most will say it’s being offered a full line of podiatric equipment to meet their specific needs; timely service maintaining machines; and cost effectiveness. Podiatrists can look to Medical Imaging/IMCO, Inc., in Hatboro, PA, for all of the above. “Our product lines are the most technologically advanced in the podiatric market; these include radiographic, fluoroscopic, ultrasound, and CR/DR systems from Rayence,” says Al Dilanzo, CEO and co-owner of Medical Imaging/IMCO. Medical Imaging/IMCO provides these services:

- X-ray service
- Silver recovery
- Processor maintenance
- Film purging (Top dollar paid for all dated/used film)
- Lead aprons
- Thyroid collars
- PAC systems starting at $1,500
- Authorized Dell computer reseller

They service all their systems, including installation, application, and warranty labor. In addition, Medical Imaging/IMCO offers new and used podiatry systems from the best known manufacturers—

- **Konica Sigma**: Series of tabletop CR systems;
- **Fuji Prima**: Compact body, tabletop reader unit with high-speed processing;
- **iCRco**: A truly dedicated CR system designed for podiatry; and
- **Rayence**: the only true flat panel digital podiatry X-ray system on the market.

“Medical Imaging/IMCO, Inc., takes great pride in providing quality, cost-effective service to our customers,” says Al Dilanzo. They are now the premier independent medical imaging sales and service organization in the Philadelphia Tri-State area (Eastern PA, New Jersey, and Delaware), he adds.

For more information, call 1-800-627-2457, visit http://medicalimaging-imco.com/, or at Booth #21 during the Clinical Conference.
Reaching the non-compliant patient  
By Lynn Homisak, SOS Healthcare Management Solutions, LLC  
www.soshms.com

Why would people go to the trouble of seeking out a health-care provider’s medical advice, if only to neglect or reject the educated information? Discouraging? I should say. But is this disregarding behavior by patients unique to medicine? Not hardly.

As long as there has been a doctor–patient relationship, there has been some degree of non-compliance. Let us then not dwell on what was but on how to make things better by taking a look at some of the reasons for non-compliance, along with some strategies to help diminish continuing occurrences.

1. Doctor–Patient Relationship
Trust is one of the key ingredients in terms of patient acceptance. It’s important to make the effort to build a solid relationship with them first, gain their respect and trust, and then move on towards recommendation of comprehensive treatment plans.

2. Patient Perception of Severity
Chances are, because the patient who presents with an open, infected wound might recognize the severity of his condition, and fear a worse outcome, they MIGHT be more inclined to heed the health-care professional’s advice. While the patient who needs only a topical prescription to combat an itchy foot might be less concerned and therefore less attentive. Patient perception is what it is, and while the associated fear factor may play a significant role in favor of better compliance, it should not be assumed that it works positively in all cases.

3. Patient Understanding/Awareness
As their doctor, it’s up to you to help them understand the necessity of the recommended treatment, as well as the consequences that come with not heeding medical advice. And for everyone’s sake, talk in a language they can comprehend. Speak only in layman’s terms; and if you want to be assured they understand what you are saying, ask them to repeat it back to you. By the same token, understand what it is they are asking you, so that you can offer an appropriate response. Plain and simple, patients want answers and the answers, have to make sense to them. If they don’t, then they don’t see enough of a reason for doing it your way.

4. Encourage open communication
Take the necessary time to stop and listen to what it is they have to say. Patients can immediately sense YOUR unwillingness to hear their concerns, and they tune you out quicker than you can say “compliance.” Their logic is simple. Why should they listen to what YOU have to say, if you won’t listen to them?

5. Every excuse under the sun
Educate and reinforce that everything you are recommending is in their best interest. If they fire an excuse for non-compliance you may want to be more flexible (if you can) by altering the plan a bit. Make things as easy as possible for them to comply, and they will be more likely to follow through.
6. Get their friends and family on board
The support of spouses, friends, parents, and children can strongly influence your patient’s willingness to comply. With the patient’s permission, and minding all HIPAA rules, try to include and involve their loved ones in all discussions whenever possible regarding your patient’s care so they can be an encouraging factor in their compliance.

Ms. Homisak, President of SOS Healthcare Management Solutions, has a Certificate in Human Resource Studies from Cornell University School of Industry and Labor Relations. She is the 2010 recipient of Podiatry Management’s Lifetime Achievement Award and recently inducted into the PM Hall of Fame. Lynn is also an Editorial Advisor for Podiatry Management Magazine and recognized nationwide as a speaker, writer, and expert in staff and human resource management.
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the Board that this will eliminate some of the aberrant denials that we have received based on the type of provider and some bundling issues.

Next month we will meet with the Alliance made up of larger APMA component states. This meeting generally reviews proposed Resolutions for the APMA House of Delegates. Pennsylvania, over the past few years, has been active in Resolution presentation at the House. We attempt to follow the direction that the medical community is taking and tailor our Resolutions to be sure that podiatry is involved with that general movement.

This will be the last of my official duties as President, and while I have one more message to write, I want to finish this one with a sincere Thank You to each of you for your support in allowing me to lead our Association for the past year.

While every President ascends to the office after years of Board service, I do not think that any of us have a clear picture of all that the Association does, and the importance this office holds until the term of President is served. I will speak more of this next month, but for now, please accept my gratitude.

Finally, as you all know, we are parties to the appeal against MCARE for the calculations that it made on assessments for the years 2009 through 2014. Though the appeal involved two cases, in the past two weeks, it appears as though both of those cases are moving toward settlement. We are working with the other appellants (the Pennsylvania Medical Society and the Hospital Health Care System of Pennsylvania) and should have a conclusion to report to you in the next newsletter.

THE WESTERN PENN HOSPITAL presents the SCOTT ALTER, DPM MEMORIAL LECTURE SERIES

LOCATION: West Penn Hospital, 4800 Friendship Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15224

Wintergarden Conference Center—Friendship Cafeteria—1st Floor, North Tower

SCHEDULE FOR EACH PROGRAM:
7:30 a.m.—Registration/Continental Breakfast; Lecture—8:00 a.m.–12:00 noon; 4 Credit Hours
Parking is Complimentary in the South Millvale Street parking garage

2014
Saturday, OCTOBER 11, 2014
Saturday, NOVEMBER 15, 2014

2015
Saturday, JANUARY 17, 2015
Saturday, MARCH 14, 2015
Saturday, APRIL 18, 2015

Pre-register for each program by following these instructions—a confirmation number will be emailed to you: 1) Log onto www.aghcme.org; 2) Select: Course Schedule on left; 3) Select month in which the course is being offered; 4) Select course; and 5) Register.

Contact Beth Sheedy, BS, M.Ed, at 412-688-7578 or bsheedy@wpahs.org for more information.

Financial Support Provided by The Podiatry Foundation of Pittsburgh & The Western PA Foot and Ankle Society

The Western PA Hospital is approved by the CPME as a sponsor of continuing education in podiatric medicine.
Martin Foot and Ankle—at the end of the day, it all comes down to providing the best patient care

With near 100 staff, 10 doctors, total of four offices, and a move to a three-building campus for the main office, Martin Foot and Ankle, York, PA, still plans to keep the momentum going for future growth. “Our goal was always to grow and expand, but at the same time provide quality care and service to patients in this area,” says Sonam T. Ruit, DPM, Managing Partner of Martin Foot and Ankle (MFA). They just welcomed their tenth doctor this past July, Bradley Boyer, DPM; and the move to the Pleasant Valley Campus brought all ancillary services to one location—a shoe store and a larger physical therapy facility.

Martin Foot and Ankle had its beginning September of 1978 by solo practitioner Craig Martin, DPM, with brother Rick Martin, DPM, joining him two years later, and another DPM joining a few years thereafter.

This year, Martin Foot and Ankle marks its 36th year practicing podiatry, and already exceeding its goal to provide comprehensive foot and ankle care. “This gives patients access to not just one aspect of care but other things they need, almost like a one-stop shopping type of experience in this area,” says Dr. Ruit.
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF PATIENTS AT MFA

To best illustrate how it is for patients at the Pleasant Valley Campus of MFA, let’s take a walk in their shoes. We’ll start with a hypothetical elderly female patient. Once she arrives at the Pleasant Valley Campus and goes into the doctors’ building for her appointment, she takes a seat in the spacious waiting area, which has decorative artwork adorning the walls (some from the Martin doctors’ private collections) over cozy chairs. It’s welcoming. There are six podiatrists on duty each day, thanks to the larger Pleasant Valley facility, allowing better flow and efficiency.

In the middle is one side of the administrative area (like a semi-circle) for those entering, and the other half on the opposite side, both housing Podiatric Medical Assistants. The patient signs in and picks up the latest MFA newsletter or the Foot and Ankle Review to read while waiting. She just barely gets to read the first line of the article, “Heel Pain in Central Pennsylvania” when she is called to be taken into one of the treatment rooms.

After the examination, she is told by the podiatrist he will be writing a prescription for some physical therapy, which is right next door. The patient is concerned she doesn’t have appropriate shoes, so the podiatric physician calls up the shoe store (adjacent to the PT area) and tells staff he is sending over a patient with a certain type of foot problem. “Whether it’s a bunion deformity, ankle instability, heel pain, we’ve broken down various types of shoes to meet not only the pathology but also patients’ needs as well, in terms of design, comfort, and so forth,” says Dr. Ruit.

She enters the shoe store with her order form/script in hand and is greeted by Jason Brady, the retail shoe operations manager. He has already pulled several pairs of shoes going by what the doctor had told him. She is pleased with such prompt attention.

This patient only has to go through the adjoining door to enter into the physical therapy area to schedule her PT appointment. The area resembles a gym with its open space and PT equipment. So with shoes in hand and her PT scheduled, she exits, her appointment complete for the day.

Another patient scenario might be—a middle-aged male who has just gotten the news that he needs bunion surgery. He’ll be able to schedule his surgery at the MFA Surgical Center, located on Queen Street in York, close to the York Hospital.

One of MFA’s podiatric medical assistants works directly with this patient to get all of the consent forms, orders, and paperwork signed after the Surgical Center confirms a date. “The staff on the MFA side also dispenses any boots or DME products required for pre- and post-surgical procedures; pre-certifies any insurance information on these items; and schedules the post-op appointment with the patient at the time they do their surgery paperwork,” says Theresa Reed, Operations Manager for MFA.

By now you should be getting a clearer picture of how MFA provides continuity of care.

DEDICATED PROFESSIONALS

The old adage, “Too many cooks spoil the broth” doesn’t apply at MFA, it’s rather the reverse. Having a large group of DPMs allows patients to have a variety of options in terms of getting a second opinion or as Dr. Ruit says, “It gives [us] the ability to cross-refer patients and discuss cases.”

According to Aimee Miller, Business Development Manager for Martin Foot and Ankle, Dr. Craig Martin handles more of the wound care and Dr. Dunkerley does most of the nerve pain problems. “It’s nice that each one of them has something that they kind of take ownership in,” she adds.

Dr. Ruit points out that they learn from each other through face-to-face discussions to improve patient care. The assistants and the shoe store staff go through rotations with the doctors and the physical therapists. It’s “so they understand how the foot works,” says Miller.

Dr. Ruit adds that because of doing these rotations, he can call the shoe store and tell them he has a bunion deformity, and they will have an idea what types of shoes to have the patient try on. In other words, MFA employees work hard at keeping the lines of communication open with all the components of their large practice.
$500 GIFT CARD RAFFLE!

Please note that with every $100 contribution, your name will be entered at the end of 2014 in a raffle for a $500 gift card. So FILL UP THESE BLANK SPACES and keep the profession in the forefront on the Hill in PA!!

TOTAL: $9,849

BERKS
J. Peter Barrett $200
Berks Division $1,000
Kevin Naugle $150
Megan Shannon $150
Thomas Shannon $150
Joseph C. Smith $1,000

BUCKS/MONTGOMERY
Bucks/Mont Division $1,000
John Dahdah $250
Jeffrey Miller $250

CENTRAL
Paul Barton $100
Central Division $250
Gerald Gronborg $130

DELAWARE
Delaware Division $500

ERIE/N. WESTERN
John Marty $150

LACKAWANNA
Joseph Gershey $100
Laura Virtue-Delayo $135

LANCASTER
Peter Smith $430

LEHIGH VALLEY
Lehigh Valley Division $1,000

LUZERNE/N. CENTRAL

PHILADELPHIA
Allan Jaffe $100
Lawrence Kassan $100
Philadelphia Division $1,000
Richard Rettig $100
Michael Troiano $227

SOUTH CENTRAL
Jeff Dunkerley $188
Thomas Ortenzio $39
John Salahub $150
South Central Division $1,000

WESTERN

My Commitment to PENNSYLVANIA PPAC

To maintain and strengthen podiatry’s involvement on the state health care scene, I pledge my support to PA-PPAC’s 2014 Campaign. My voluntary political contribution of $________ is enclosed.

Name____________________________________________________________________________

Address____________________________________________________________________________

City/St/Zip_________________________________________________________________________

Make check payable to PA PPAC. PERSONAL FUND CHECKS ONLY Contributions are not deductible for income tax purposes. You may contribute any amount or no amount without concern of being favored or disadvantaged. Send to PA PPAC, 757 Poplar Church Road, Camp Hill, PA, 17011-2383.
Enclosed is my voluntary, personal political contribution of:

- $25 (Student)
- $75 (Young Physician)
- $150
- $300
- $500
- $1,000
- $2,500
- $5,000

Name______________________________________________________APMA# _____________________
Address________________________________________________________________________________
State_________________Zip________________E-mail Address__________________________________

Check
Credit Card
Other

Credit Card Number:___________Signature______________________________________

IMPORTANT: These are suggested amounts. You may contribute more, less, or not contribute without concern of being favored or disadvantaged. This information is required for contributions of $200 or more by the Federal Election Campaign Act. *Federal election law does not permit corporate contributions to be used for donation to candidates for federal office. Political contributions are not deductible for income tax purposes.

Mail your contribution to:
APMAPAC, 9312 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, MD  20814
WE’RE
A STEP BEYOND
OUR
COMPETITION

PMAP

PODIATRIC MEDICAL ASSURANCE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Pennsylvania’s largest podiatric professional liability insurance program, Podiatric Medical Assurance of Pennsylvania (PMAP) offers a more complete service package than any of our competitors. As PMAP’s exclusive insurance broker, John Yurconic Agency provides over 500 of Pennsylvania’s leading podiatrists with the highest level of service:

- The industry’s lowest responsible rates
- Surgical and nonsurgical policies
- Occurrence or claims-made policies
- All claims reviewed by podiatrists
- Prior acts coverage
- Corporate coverage available

For more information on joining the state’s top podiatric insurance program, please call 877.261.7622 and ask for John Yurconic, Jr., ext. 104, or Jennifer Richardson, ext. 119.

The John Yurconic Agency is the broker for PMAP, the only Professional Liability Insurance Program endorsed by the Pennsylvania Podiatric Medical Association (PPMA).
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5910 Hamilton Boulevard, Allentown, PA 18106
www.YURCONIC.com
The Look of a Second Term for Tom Corbett

In a recent interview with the Tribune-Review about what a second term might look like, Governor Tom Corbett said that “He’s counting on voters to realize he did exactly what they elected him to do four years ago.” Corbett emphasized that “The state’s economy added 175,000 private-sector jobs, [and] energy-sector growth made Pennsylvania the country’s second-largest natural gas producer, and he balanced the budget without increasing tax rates.” After acknowledging that the state’s unemployment rate has declined dramatically during his term—from 8.2 percent down to 5.7 percent—Corbett said in his next term he “would attempt to lower the state’s 9.99 percent Corporate Net Income Tax rate and push for an education system more in line with job openings.”

Investigating the Investigator

Attorney General Kathleen Kane is being investigated by a special prosecutor to determine if she and/or her office “leaked confidential grand jury material to a newspaper in a bid to strike back at former prosecutors in the office who had been critical of her, according to several people familiar with the matter.” Its nexus appears to be the AG office’s 2009 investigation of “Philadelphia political activist J. Whyatt Mondesire,” former head of the city’s NAACP office. That investigation was spearheaded by former state prosecutor Frank Fina, who has repeatedly—and publicly—butted heads with Kane since she took office.

Apparently, there is enough concern that the AG’s office leaked disparaging information from the Mondesire case, in an effort to taint Fina, to warrant this probe. Montgomery County Judge William Carpenter, a criminal defense lawyer in Plymouth Meeting and former prosecutor in Delaware, appointed Thomas E. Carlucci, a criminal defense lawyer in Plymouth Meeting and former prosecutor in Delaware, to handle the investigation.

State Senate Political Analysis

Democratic State Senate Leader Jay Costa declared in a recent Post-Gazette article that his party was “on the cusp” of taking back control of the Senate. Could that happen in November? Potentially, perhaps—but not likely. Hamstrung by poor candidate recruitment, which has begat even poorer campaign fundraising, Democrats, who picked up three Senate seats in 2012, will be hard pressed not to lose ground this fall—a net gain by the Senate GOP is actually the likeliest scenario. A district by district review shows that State Senate Democrats are not close to taking control of that Chamber in November, which the GOP now controls by a 27–23 margin. To read more of the analysis, go to Bit.ly/PEGPAC1.

Student Education Costs

A new state poll shows that 73 percent of voters underestimate the amount of money the state spends per student on education, which is $14,620. And 83 percent of voters seriously underestimated the average salary of a public school teacher, which is $63,000. After hearing the actual figures involved, “54 percent said they would not be personally willing to pay higher taxes to increase education funding,” according to the poll’s sponsor, the Commonwealth Foundation.
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THE RIGHT CHOICE AT THE RIGHT TIME

The John Yurconic Agency is pleased to offer GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE to qualified members of PPMA.

RATE QUOTES ARE AVAILABLE TODAY!

- Fully insured plans
- Discounted rates for PPMA members available
- PPO plans
- Qualified Health Savings Accounts
- Electronic enrollment and billing available
- Complementary Wellness Discount program available
- ...And more!

For more information on this exclusive offer, contact Don Friedman at 877.261.7622 ext. 109, or email dfriedman@yurconic.com

This program is currently offered to practices located in Pennsylvania.

5910 Hamilton Boulevard, Allentown, PA 18106 | www.YURCONIC.com
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Let Sammy be your guide

ICS Software, Ltd.

Family owned and operated for more than 28 years

Sammy will be the last EHR program you buy.

We have the best client retention rate in the industry and have proven time and time again that we have what you need to efficiently manage your practice, avoid penalties and receive incentive payments!

“...I can understand the frustration that you and your team must feel with all of these governmental requirements. As a podiatrist that has gone through 2 different EHR's, I have to tell you that your company has been the most responsive and most prepared for these changes. It has been a pleasure working with your company. Your software has been designed in such a way as to make the transition to each level of Meaningful Use (MU) as least “painful” as possible.

As a business person, I realize that you incur increased costs through these transitions. I appreciate the efforts that you make to minimize the pass through of these costs.

My congratulations to you and your team becoming one of the first to certify for MU Stage 2. Though your clients may not tell you, you are doing a great job and I know I appreciate it.”

Michael Fein, DPM, Bethel Podiatry

Sammy EHR

ONC Certified HIT
2014 EDITION COMPLETE EHR
Version 6.1

“Myself and my partners appreciate not only the effort but the continued support. We will of course support you and yours for many years to come. Sammy is the BEST program out there for podiatrists.”

Jacob E. Hanlon, DPM FACFAS
Owner and CEO, Delaware Podiatric Medicine, PA

Contact us or visit us at a clinical conference to work out a financial arrangement that suits your circumstances and your budget.

www.ICSSoftware.net  888-680-5711  www.SammyUniversity.com
Podiatry is in our DNA.

To say that PICA knows about protecting podiatrists more than any other professional liability carrier might be an understatement. Podiatry is at the very essence of who we are. PICA was created for podiatrists, by podiatrists. We understand podiatrists and the podiatric profession because podiatry is our true focus. Podiatric professional liability insurance is not just our product, it is in our DNA and who we actually are.

PPMA/ APMA DUES PAYMENT REMINDER

1) Second Quarter Payments WERE DUE September 1, 2014; if payment not sent, it is NOW PAST DUE.

2) Remember to place your PPMA Member Number or full name on check if remittance stub not sent back with payment.

3) Don’t forget to PAY ONLINE to assure payment is received on time!!!

4) Because APMA and PPMA engage in certain restricted lobbying activities, 5% of your National Dues and 10% of your State Dues are not deductible as an ordinary and necessary business expense, if otherwise deductible.

If you are having a problem paying your dues, please contact Jenna Clay at 717-763-7665, Ext. 13, or email Jenna@ppma.org to discuss possible payment options that may be available to you.

Contact PICA for more information on medical professional liability insurance or to request a quote.

www.picagroup.com  •  (800) 251-5727  •  Facebook
MARKETING BIG PART OF SUCCESS
You can’t talk about Martin Foot and Ankle without noting their strong marketing presence in South Central PA. “The old days of just opening a practice, putting a sign up, and hoping for somebody to walk in is not the case anymore,” says Dr. Ruit. He observes that a practice has to go out and market itself to give patients a reason to come in. Their marketing plan supports their goals to provide quality and compassionate care to patients and offer the latest techniques and procedures for the foot and ankle.

FUTURE PLANS
According to Dr. Ruit, Martin Foot and Ankle’s future plans involve starting a Residency Program and to develop more of its Clinical Research. “Currently, we have one doctor doing some of the clinical research, but we’d like to build upon that, do more in that area,” he says. MFA keeps the long-term in the forefront, by doing frequent patient surveys and keeping a pulse on patient satisfaction.

But even with all the technology, marketing, communications, and foresight, at the end of the day, what matters most to this practice is that they’ve all succinctly provided the best care to their patients. —Susan G. Kramer, Newsletter Editor
CLINICAL CONFERENCE 2014 REGISTRATION

Go to www.goldfarbfoundation.org to register online and to view all educational products sold by the Foundation—Patient Information Pamphlets, Study Guide, and Lecture Library.

1. CONTACT INFO

First Name* ____________________ Last Name* ____________________ Title* ____________
Address #1* ___________________________________________ Address #2* ____________________
City* __________________________________ State* ____________________ Zip* ____________
Phone* ____________________ Fax* ____________________ Email* ____________________
* Required Information

A valid email address is required for each registration as your confirmation letter will be emailed to you.

2. THURSDAY WORKSHOPS

For DPMs/Assistants/Office Staff:
○ CODING WORKSHOP $75
For DPMs ONLY:
○ RISK MANAGEMENT UPDATE (includes dinner) $75

3. ASSISTANTS REGISTRATION

Track 1: Administrative Program
○ PPMAA Members $160*
○ Non-PPMAA Members $185
* PPMAA Members Must Send Copy of Membership Card in with Registration.

Track 2: ASPMA Review & Exam Program: TRACK 2 MUST ALSO complete the separate exam registration form.
○ PPMAA Members $160
○ Non-PPMAA Members $185

4. DPM REGISTRATION

CLINICAL CONFERENCE – FRIDAY TO SUNDAY
○ PPMA Member ACTIVE – 50% of dues PAID $149
○ PPMA Member – 50% of dues NOT PAID $450
○ NJ/DE Active APMA Members $349
○ APMA Member (other than NJ/DE) – ACTIVE $450
○ Non-PPMA/APMA Member (Suspended or Inactive) $600
○ Residents/Students (with Residency Director letter) $45
○ PPMA Life Member FREE
○ Friday’s “Lunch & Learn” – Limited to 40 Participants – No CE Hours $45

TOTAL FEES $__________

MAIL: GOLDFARB FOUNDATION
ATTENTION: LARA BEER-CAULFIELD
757 POPLAR CHURCH RD.
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
FAX: 717-761-4091
PHONE: 800-841-3668, X14
WEB: WWW.GOLDFARBFOUNDATION.ORG

5. PAYMENT METHOD

○ CHECK ENCLOSED: $ __________
  Make payable to Goldfarb Foundation

○ CREDIT CARD: __MC __VISA __AMEX __DISCOVER
  CC No. ____________________ Exp.__________

CANCELLATION/REFUND POLICY/CONFIRMATION LETTERS/DIETARY NEEDS FOR DPMs & PODIATIC ASSISTANTS:
Cancellations must be in writing. A nonrefundable $50 administrative fee will be charged for all cancellations. No refunds for cancellation notifications after October 17, 2014. There will be a $30 charge for all returned checks. Registrations are processed within two weeks of receipt. Confirmation letters will be emailed to all attendees. If you do not receive a confirmation email within two weeks of registering, call the foundation to verify registration was received. Please email Lara Beer-Caulfield (lara@ppma.org) any special dietary requests by October 10, 2014.
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SERVING CUSTOMERS SINCE 1983

Quality Products & Extraordinary Service!

SOLO

415 SOUTH LAUREL STREET • KUTZTOWN, PA. 19530 • 800-765-6522 • FAX 610-683-6427 • WWW.SOLOLABS.COM
ASSOCIATE WANTED: For established podiatric medical and surgical practice in Montgomery County, PA. Must be ethical, hardworking, and dedicated. Practice encompasses all phases of podiatry, surgery, wound care, and orthopedics/sports medicine in office and satellite retirement communities. Hospital privileges available. Send CV to: footdoc_99@yahoo.com.  (SEPTEMBER 2014)

FOR SALE: THERABATH (Parafin Bath) Medical Electronics Inc.—Complete Unit $80.00. Call 215-423-8001. (SEPTEMBER 2014)

ASSOCIATE POSITION AVAILABLE: Part-time leading to full-time. Do you have 8 arms and 12 legs? Can you handle a challenge? Associate wanted for amazingly busy practice. Must be enthusiastic and outgoing, surgically trained but conservative-minded. The skies, the limit. Wonderful environment and great support team. Great pay with potential for expansion—Bergen County, New Jersey. Please forward your CV to: njfootankle@yahoo.com or Fax to 201-261-0058. (AUGUST 2014)

PODIATRIC COVERAGE FOR ILLNESS, PREGNANCY LEAVE, AND VACATIONS: Self-insured, Diplomate of ABPS, for Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Lehigh, Montgomery, Philadelphia counties; will consider other counties or locations. Call 267-221-6491 or socksandshoes11@hotmail.com. (JULY - OCTOBER 2014)

ASSOCIATE WANTED: For established podiatric medical and surgical practice in Montgomery County, PA. Must be ethical, hardworking, and dedicated. Practice encompasses all phases of podiatry, surgery, wound care, and orthopedics/sports medicine in office and satellite retirement communities. Hospital privileges available. Send CV to: footdoc_99@yahoo.com.  (SEPTEMBER 2014)

FOR SALE: THERABATH (Parafin Bath) Medical Electronics Inc.—Complete Unit $80.00. Call 215-423-8001. (SEPTEMBER 2014)

ASSOCIATE POSITION AVAILABLE: Part-time leading to full-time. Do you have 8 arms and 12 legs? Can you handle a challenge? Associate wanted for amazingly busy practice. Must be enthusiastic and outgoing, surgically trained but conservative-minded. The skies, the limit. Wonderful environment and great support team. Great pay with potential for expansion—Bergen County, New Jersey. Please forward your CV to: njfootankle@yahoo.com or Fax to 201-261-0058. (AUGUST 2014)
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YM Profile: Bradley B. Boyer, DPM

“Honestly, you’d be hard pressed to find a better career.”

1. **In what ways do you see that you are making a difference in the lives of patients?**
First, by treating them and giving the patient good, sound health-care. Second, just getting to know the patient a little. I think each person has a story, and if you can lend an ear while treating the patient, you can get them better physically while giving a mental boost.

2. **Name a few things about the profession you feel the public has overlooked?**
   **Our scope:** Even though the trend has been improving over the last couple decades, I think many people still do not realize that we are foot AND ankle specialists.  **Our training:** A lot of patients are surprised to hear that a podiatrist, more often than not, does three years of surgical training.  **Our determination:** We strive to be the absolute best specialists out there for comprehensive treatment of the lower extremity—dermatologically to orthopedically; surgically to biomechanically.

3. **Do you feel it’s important for podiatrists to do community outreach? What kind?**
Of course. It is great to attend a health fair, perform foot and ankle screenings, help people out in the community, and show how we can aid their everyday foot ailments to improve their lives.

4. **What is one of the most important things to you right now as you head toward practicing?**
Ethics. Do right by the patient and you cannot go wrong.

5. **Anything else you want to add—your accomplishments, why you chose podiatry, your future plans?**
I love this profession! It is fun to get out there and treat patients, get them feeling better, and support your community. I was fortunate enough to be able to come home and practice in my hometown of York, PA. Honestly, you’d be hard pressed to find a better career.

Dr. Boyer is a 2011 graduate from Temple University School of Podiatric Medicine and is Board Qualified with the American Board of Foot and Ankle Surgery. He just finished a three-year residency at Memorial Hospital of Rhode Island in the Podiatric Medicine/Surgical/RRA Residency Program. He is a Resident Member of the American College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons, and an Associate with Martin Foot and Ankle, York, PA.
757 Poplar Church Road
Camp Hill, PA 17011
www.ppma.org

Don’t Miss Out!!

42nd Annual Foundation Clinical Conference “Collaborative Care”

November 6–9, 2014
Registration Form on Page 16